
Year 8 (HT1)

• These slides follow the Drama 

techniques and words we will 

cover throughout this half term.

• Read through the content you 

have covered so far and find a 

way to memorise it. This could be 

by:copying out, making a poster, 

mindmap or quizzing yourself.



PACE = 

THE SPEED AT WHICH THE ACTION

DEVELOPS IN A SCENE.

WE CHANGE PACE  TO CREATE MOOD.
IF IT WERE ..
ALL SLOW = 
BORING
ALL FAST =
CONFUSING.
TO CREATE TENSION WE…..
SLOW DOWN THE PACE
TO CREATER EXCITEMENT..
SPEED UP THE PACE



Dramatic pause is …!!

A SUDDEN SILENCE to mark a dramatic moment.

This usually happens at the CLIMAX. The most dramatic 
part of the scene/ play



SPLIT FOCUS STAGE-

When 2 or more scenes are on 

happening on the stage at the 

same time

• How can we make the 

audience change their focus 

from one scene to another?

• Freeze-frames [still image] 

• Clear CUE LINES

• Lights [as the light goes 

• down on one scene it comes up on 

another. This is called a CROSSFADE]

KITCHEN restaurant



Dramatic Irony- when the 

audience knows something 

the characters do not.

Split focus 

staging-

This allows the 

audience to see the 

whole story , unlike 

the characters. 

It can create 

comedy or tension 



BLOCKING = 

YOU PUT ACTIONS TO THE PLAY

MASKING = 

YOU GET IN THE WAY OF AN 
ACTOR 

SIGHTLINES = 

WHAT THE AUDIENCE CAN SEE

When you bring a play to life-



Try testing yourself so far…

1. Two or more scenes happening on stage at the same time =

2. If you have more than 1 scene happening on stage what must 
you do to help the audience know where to look?

3. When an actor gets in the way so the audience can’t see = 

4. A sudden silence to highlight a particularly important moment 
=

5. You create this mood if you slow down the action = 

6. You create this mood if you make the action fast =

7. If the action is all slow the audience feel…

8. If the action is all fast the audience feel…

9. The audience’s view of the stage =

10. Putting action to a script =



The answers

1. Two or more scenes happening on stage at the same time = split focus 
stage

2. If you have more than 1 scene happening on stage what must you do 
to help the audience know where to look? - freeze

3. When an actor gets in the way so the audience can’t see = masking

4. A sudden silence to highlight an important moment = dramatic pause

5. You create this mood if you slow down the action = tension

6. You create this mood if you make the action fast = excitement

7. If the action is all slow the audience feel…bored

8. If the action is all fast the audience feel…confused

9. The audience’s view of the stage = sightlines

10. Putting action to a script = blocking the action



Stage design & set design
• Stage design

• This is how the theatre is 

built & how many sides of 

the stage the audience sit 

on.

• 1 side = end-on 

[Proscenium arch stage=  

like Wakefield theatre]

• 2 = traverse

• 3 = thrust

• All the way round = in the 

round

• Promenade= the audience 

follow the actors around

• Set design-

• This is another 

word for the 

scenery. What’s on 

stage, to show the 

location.

























No stage as such. Often happens 

outdoors in country parks.

The audience follow the actors around. 



If it’s easier to put on a play when the audience sits on 1 

side, WHY might a director choose a different stage 

design?

the theatre is built that way

director wants a challenge

It makes it more interesting for the 
audience

It makes you feel closer to the action

[ more involved]



Can you think of any problems with the 

audience being on more than 1 side?

Audience

can’t see all 

the action or maybe 

hear all the speech

Set designers have to work out 

how to change scenes without a 

curtain shutting or having long 

blackouts 

Actors have to make sure the audience 

can see & hear all the action. 





Scenery can attached to 

ropes which can be lifted 

or dropped into position



A traditional ‘proscenium arch’ 

stage is useful for panto scenery

There are lots of scenery changes.

Backdrops can be easily lowered and changed from 

behind the proscenium arch – or the curtains can be closed 

and –re-opened



Try testing yourself on stage and set design-

On how many sides do the audience sit for these 
stage designs?

1.In-the round= 

2.Thrust =

3.Traverse =

4.End-on =

5.What happens in a promenade performance? 

6.What’s the name for  traditional end-on stage 
eg.Wakefield Theatre Royal 

7.If you have a play with lots of scene changes, which 
stage design would make it easier to do? 

8.Give 1 advantage &  disadvantage of using stage design 
when the audience is on more than one side.



On how many sides do the audience sit for these stage designs?

1.In-the round= all the way round

2.Thrust = 3

3.Traverse = 2

4.End-on = 1

5.What happens in a promenade performance? Audience follow actors

6.What’s the name for  traditional end-on stage eg.Wakefield Theatre 
Royal = proscenium arch

7.If you have a play with lots of scene changes, which stage design 
would make it easier to do? End-on [proscenium arch because you can 
shut the curtains and fly down the scenery backdrops

8.Give 1 advantage &  disadvantage of using stage design when the 
audience is on more than one side.

Plus point- It makes the audience feel closer to the action and 
therefore more involved.

Negative point- It can make it more difficult to ensure the audience 
can  see / hear clearly. It’s also more difficult to use lots of scenery / 
set.


